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We report for the first time general geometrical expressions for the angular resolution of an arbitrary
network of interferometric gravitational-wave (GW) detectors when the arrival time of a GW is unknown.
We show explicitly elements that decide the angular resolution of a GW detector network. In particular,
we show the dependence of the angular resolution on areas formed by projections of pairs of detectors and
how they are weighted by sensitivities of individual detectors. Numerical simulations are used to
demonstrate the capabilities of the current GW detector network. We confirm that the angular resolution
is poor along the plane formed by current LIGO-Virgo detectors. A factor of a few to more than ten fold
improvement of the angular resolution can be achieved if the proposed new GW detectors LCGTor AIGO
are added to the network. We also discuss the implications of our results for the design of a GW detector
network, optimal localization methods for a given network, and electromagnetic follow-up observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Several types of astrophysical sources are expected to be
detectable both in gravitational waves (GWs) and in con-
ventional electromagnetic (EM) wavelengths. For ex-
ample, long gamma-ray bursts have been conjectured to
originate from asymmetric core collapse of massive stars,
and short gamma-ray bursts might be produced by the
coalescence of compact binary objects containing neutron
stars. Both of these could emit gravitational waves in the
frequency band of ground-based laser interferometer GW
detectors (e.g., Ref. [1]). Several large-scale interferomet-
ric GW detectors have reached (or approached) their de-
sign sensitivity, and are coordinating to operate as a global
array. These include the LIGO detectors at Livingston,
Louisiana, and Hanford, Washington, US, the Virgo detec-
tor in Pisa, Italy, the GEO 600 detector in Hannover,
Germany, and the TAMA 300 detector in Tokyo Japan.
Upgrades to existing detectors (Advanced LIGO and
Advanced Virgo) have been planned [2–4], while new
detectors (LCGT in Japan [5] and AIGO in Australia [6])
are still being proposed. In case of a strong EM event,
follow-up searches for GW signals can be conducted in
archived data in the time window of the event (e.g.,
Ref. [7]). On the other hand, EM follow-ups to probable
GW events require a clear understanding of the angular
resolution of an array of GW detectors.
The angular resolution of an individual GW detector,
arising from its antenna beam pattern, is rather poor [8].
However, the large baselines of the current GW-detector
network facilitate better angular resolution via triangula-
tion. Several localization algorithms have been proposed
and the effect of arrival timing uncertainties as well as
amplitude information of GWs have been investigated [9–
19]. Quantitative studies of the angular resolution of a
network of GW detectors have been conducted by several
authors, both for a ground-based detector network and for
the future space GW detector LISA [20–23]. A standard
approach is to calculate numerically the Fisher information
matrix, which leads to a method-independent lower bound
on the statistical errors of estimated parameters (see a
review in Ref. [24]). On the other hand, explicit analytical
expressions for the network angular resolution are rare in
the literature largely because of the complexity involved in
derivations.
Two approximate analytical expressions for the angular
resolution can be found in the literature (summarized in
[25]) for a network of three GW detectors. One is an
elegant approximate geometrical formula for 3 detectors
due to Thorne (as cited in Eq. (8.3) of Ref. [9]): the solid
angle uncertainty is
 ¼ 2c
21213
A cos
; (1)
where c is the speed of light, 12 and 13, are time-of-
arrival accuracy between pairs of detectors, A is the area
formed by the three detectors, and  is the angle between
the source direction and the normal to the plane of the three
detectors. However, the underlying assumptions and deri-
vation of this expression are not available in the literature.
The dependence of angular resolution on the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) was derived by Tinto in Ref. [9], by
expressing the above time-of-arrival accuracy as a function
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of SNR and frequency [26] (derived from the Fisher matrix
assuming all other information of the waveform as per-
fectly known). The other formula is based on the numerical
result of the angular resolution of the LIGO-Virgo network
around a wave incident direction normal to the plane
formed by the three detector sites [25]—for GWs emitted
from neutron star-neutron star (NS-NS) inspirals [22]. This
particular resolution was then rescaled by the cosine of the
wave incidence angle and SNR [25]. Analytical geometri-
cal expressions or approximate ones for the angular reso-
lution for an array of more than three detectors have not
been obtained in the literature.
In this paper, we deduce explicit analytical expressions
for the angular resolution of an arbitrary GW detector
network in terms of observables such as cross-sectional
areas of the network and energy flux of the incoming GW.
We use only the time-of-arrival information, ignoring addi-
tional (usually rather poor) information from the
directional-derivatives of antenna beam pattern func-
tions—and therefore arrive at a conservative estimate.
Such an approximation allows us to obtain expressions
that have explicit geometrical meanings, further generaliz-
ing Thorne’s formula to an arbitrary number of detectors,
and several particular scenarios. In particular, we consider
both short signals, during which motion of the detector
network is negligible, and long signals, for which the
trajectory traced by the detectors during the signal deter-
mines the effective size of the detector network. We also
consider signals with known or unknown waveforms, but
always assume unknown arrival times of the signal. In this
paper, the scenarios where signals have completely known
and completely unknown waveforms are termed inter-
changeably as the best-case and the worst-case scenarios,
respectively.
We focus on deriving explicit expressions for several
situations that will arise in the practice of searching for and
localizing GWs. Specifically, we derive general expres-
sions for short signals assuming only that arrival time is
one of the unknown parameters [summarized in Eq. (41)
and text thereafter] and for long signals assuming known
waveform [Eq. (49)]. We then show simplified solutions
for Eqs. (41) and (49) for several realistic situations:
(1) short signals in the worst-case scenario [Eq. (26)]
and in the best-case scenario [Eq. (42)] for an arbitrary
network of detectors, (2) special cases of the two- and
three- detector networks in the best case [Eqs. (31) and
(32)] and their representations when the wave is short and
monochromatic [Eqs. (33) and (34)], (3) long signals in
short and long observations with detectors in circular
motion [Eqs. (51) and (52) respectively].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we explain
our notation. In Sec. III, we derive analytical expressions
of the angular resolution for an arbitrary detector network
and for special cases. We show explicit derivations for the
worst-case and the best-case scenario in section III A 1 and
III A 2 and then derive a general expression in
section III A 3. In section III B, we derive a general ex-
pression for long-duration wave and its application to
detectors at circular motion. We then discuss the implica-
tions for the design of a detector network and localization
strategies in Sec. IV. The astrophysical applications of our
results are shown in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we discuss the
possible errors in our estimation caused by ignoring the
directional derivatives of antenna beam patterns. Our re-
sults are summarized in Sec. VII.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
A. Antenna pattern of a detector network
In this paper, we assume a network of Nd gravitational-
wave detectors, with spatial locations given by the vector rI
with I ¼ 1; 2; . . .Nd, each with spatial size much smaller
than the GW wavelength. The strain of an incoming GW
observed by an individual detector I is then a linear com-
bination of the two wave polarizations in the transverse
traceless gauge,
dIðt0 þ I þ tÞ ¼ fþI hþðtÞ þ fI hðtÞ; 0< t < T;
(2)
where t0 is the arrival time of the wave at the coordinate
origin and I is the time required for the wave to travel
from the origin to reach the I-th detector at time t,
IðtÞ ¼ n  rIðtÞ=c: (3)
Here n is the propagation direction of a GW, t 2 ½0; T is
the time label of the wave, and T is the signal duration. The
quantities fþ and f are the detector’s antenna beam
pattern functions [27] for the two wave polarizations
ðhþ; hÞ. They depend on the relative orientation between
the detector configuration and the frame in which the
polarizations are defined (which is in turn related to the
source directionn). In particular, given a Michelson-type
interferometer with orthogonal arms along ex and ey, and
given the symmetric, trace-free polarization tensors eþðnÞ
and eðnÞ to which the wave polarizations refer, we have
fþ;ðnÞ ¼ ðex  ex  ey  eyÞ: eþ;ðnÞ; (4)
where the symbol : stands for contraction. Note that differ-
ent conventions can be used to define eþ;ðnÞ, as long as
these tensors are symmetric, trace-free, and satisfy
n  eþ;ðnÞ ¼ 0: (5)
The Fourier transform of the time-series data from the
Ith GW detector is
dIðÞ ¼
Z T
0
dIðtÞeitdt: (6)
Denoting the corresponding one-sided noise spectral den-
sity by SIðÞ, we define a whitened data set in the fre-
quency domain,
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d^ IðÞ ¼ Sð1=2ÞI ðÞdIðÞ: (7)
Vector d^ðÞ then corresponds to the whitened data set at
each frequency. For short-duration signals where motion of
the detector array is unimportant, antenna beam patterns
are treated as constant, hence
d^ðÞ ¼ eieit0A^hðÞ; (8)
where  is a Nd  Nd diagonal matrix with IJ 
IJJ, or
 ¼ 
1
. .
.
Nd
2
664
3
775 ¼ 
nr1
c
. .
.
nrNd
c
2
664
3
775; (9)
A^ is an Nd  2 matrix of the antenna pattern functions for
all detectors weighted by noise,
A^ 
fþ
1
ðnÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S1ðÞ
p f1 ðnÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S1ðÞ
p
..
. ..
.
fþNd ðnÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SNd ðÞ
p fNd ðnÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SNd ðÞ
p
2
666664
3
777775; (10)
and hðÞ is a 2-dimensional vector function containing the
two polarizations of a GW in the frequency domain,
h ðÞ ¼ hþðÞ
hðÞ
 
: (11)
For simplicity, we keep the -dependence in the nota-
tion only when it is necessary for clarity. At any individual
frequency , even though the response vector d^ is Nd
dimensional, the existence of only two independent signal
polarizations, þ and , means that the set of all possible
signal vectors is 2-dimensional.
B. Fisher matrix
We define the following inner product between two
vectors,
hajbi ¼ 2
Z þ1
1
d
2
ayb ¼ 2X
I
Z þ1
1
d
2
aI ðÞbIðÞ:
(12)
Under the assumption of stationary Gaussian detector
noise, the optimal squared signal-to-noise ratio is [28],
2N ¼ hd^jd^i: (13)
The Fisher matrix for parameters ~ can be defined as
ij ¼ h@i d^j@j d^i; (14)
note that data are already whitened. The Cramer-Rao
bound [29] states that for an unbiased estimator (the en-
semble average of which is the true value), the Fisher
matrix sets a method-independent lower bound for the
covariance matrix of estimated parameters when consider-
ing statistical errors. In the case of high signal-to-noise
ratio, the covariance matrix of a set of parameters ~ is
approximately given by the inverse of the Fisher matrix
(see [21,23,30,31] and references therein),
Vij ¼ ð1Þij: (15)
Now suppose that in addition to ~, there exist more un-
known parameters, ~. Then the Fisher matrix pertaining to
~ can be written as
min
 ~
hd^jd^i ¼ 12ijij þOðj ~j3Þ; (16)
where
d^  d^ð ~þ  ~; ~þ  ~Þ  d^ð ~; ~Þ: (17)
Using this formulation, ~ can also consist of a continuum
of parameters—the minimization would become a qua-
dratic variational problem. Note that for a discrete parame-
ter set, the covariance matrix can also be calculated using
standard matrix inversion for a matrix consisting of block
matrices. In this paper, we show our derivations based on
the variational method.
III. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS OFANGULAR
RESOLUTION
We calculate the angular resolution of a detector net-
work by applying the Fisher matrix to obtain method-
independent lower limits [29] on the statistical errors in
estimating the direction of a GW source. The limits are for
unbiased estimators and for Gaussian noise (for cautions in
using these limits, see [30]).
We denote Z as the direction of n, and then the error in
solid angle (measured in steradians) is defined by covari-
ance of nX and nY as
s ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hn2Xihn2Yi  hnXnYi2
q
¼ 2ðdetÞ1=2;
(18)
where nX and nY are the deviations of nX and nY from
their true values and  is the Fisher matrix pertaining to
angular parameters nX and nY . The factor of 2 is intro-
duced so that the probability that estimated parameters fall
outside an area due to statistical error is e=s . For
angular parameters in a polar coordinate system with co-
latitude  and longitude , we have s ¼
2j cosj ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffih2ih2i  hi2p . In the next two sub-
sections, we derive expressions for det and s for short
and long signals.
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A. Short-duration GWs
1. Worst-case scenario: Signal with unknown waveform
For a short signal with unknown waveform, the un-
known parameters consist of the sky coordinates of the
gravitational-wave source nj (j ¼ 1, 2) and the unknown
waveform hðÞ. Varying all unknown parameters, we have
(note that t0 is absorbed into h),
d^ðÞ ¼ ei

iX
j
ð@jÞA^hðÞnj

þ A^hðÞ

;
(19)
where we have ignored the change of A^ induced by nj
(see Sec. VI for a discussion of its effect) and defined
ð@jÞ  @@nj : (20)
In the following, recall that d^, d^, h, h, , and A^ are
frequency dependent, but we drop their frequency depen-
dence in equations for simplicity. We then have
hd^jd^i ¼X
j;k
hð@jÞA^hjð@kÞA^hinjnk
þ iX
j
hð@jÞA^hjA^hinj
 iX
k
hA^hjð@kÞA^hink þ hA^hjA^hi:
(21)
Minimizing hdjdi over h, we obtain
h ¼ iX
k
ðA^yA^Þ1A^yð@kÞA^hnk; (22)
and
jk ¼ hð@jÞA^hjðI PÞð@kÞA^hi
¼ hð@jÞd^jðI PÞð@kÞd^i; (23)
where we have defined I as the identity matrix and
P  A^ðA^yA^Þ1A^y; (24)
which is the projection operator into the whitened signal
space, i.e., the 2-dimensional space spanned by the col-
umns of A^.
After a straightforward algebraic manipulation, we ob-
tain
½det ¼ 1
8c4
X
J;K;L;M
JKLMjðrKJ  rMLÞ  nj2; (25)
where
JK ¼ hd^JjðJK  PJKÞd^Ki
¼ ðJK  PJKÞ

2
Z þ1
1
d
2
2d^Jd^K

; (26)
and rJK  rK  rJ.
Note that jðrKJ  rMLÞ  nj, is just twice the area formed
by the projections of the detectors J, K, L and M onto the
plane orthogonal to the wave propagation direction. The
quantity JK can be interpreted as the projection of the
weighted data correlation between detectors J and K into a
null space. This means that when the waveform is un-
known, source localization is possible only when there
exists a null space, which in turn must remain null when
we get the propagation-direction right. This property can
be used for source localization [9] and for a consistency
check for a GW from a given direction [10,14,32]. In
addition, the value of PJK is directly related to the inverse
of A^yA^. Thus if A^ is singular or ill-posed in the sense that
the one of the singular values is much smaller than the
other, a pseudoinverse should be used to calculate the
correct Fisher matrix. In terms of implementation, this
corresponds to ignoring data corresponding to weak net-
work sensitivity [14,15,18,33]
2. Best-case scenario: Signal with known waveform but
unknown arrival time
Now let us turn to the best-case scenario with known
waveform (but unknown arrival time), we have
d^ ¼ iei
X
j
@jnj

þ t0I

A^h: (27)
A similar derivation leads to
jk ¼ hð@jÞd^jð@kÞd^i 
hð@jÞd^jd^ihd^jð@kÞd^i
hd^jd^i :
(28)
After some algebraic manipulation, we obtain
½detbest ¼ 1
8c4
X
J;K;L;M
JKLMjðrKJ  rMLÞ  nj2
ðPNdI¼1 IÞ2 :
(29)
Here we have defined
J  2
Z þ1
1
d
2
2jd^Jj2: (30)
Note that J is directly related to noise-weighted energy
flux received by the detector (cf. Ref. [8]).
Two-detector configuration in the best-case scenario: In
this case, only a 1-dimensional angular parameter can be
determined. The 1-	 1-dimensional angular resolution of a
2-detector network can therefore be derived directly from
the trace of the Fisher matrix in Eq. (28), with error angular
separation defined to be twice the standard deviation
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s ¼ 2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
trðÞp ,
ð2;bestÞs ¼ 2cffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1 þ 2Þp D?
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
12=ð1 þ 2Þ2
s
; (31)
where D? is the projected distance of the two detectors in
the plane perpendicular to the wave direction, and the best
determined direction is normal to the equal time-delay
lines of the two detectors. The factor of 2 accounts for
the total width of the 1-	 angular separation. We leave the
scaling of 1; 2;    by their sum to emphasize the im-
portance of the fractional contributions of the noise-
weighted energy flux from individual detectors.
Three-detector configuration in the best-case scenario:
The simplified expression for a 3-detector network derived
from Eqs. (18), (29), and (30) is
ð3;bestÞs ¼ c
2
ð1 þ 2 þ 3ÞA?

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
123=ð1 þ 2 þ 3Þ3
s
; (32)
where A? ¼ jðr12  r13Þ  ~nj=2 is the projected area of the
network perpendicular to the wave-propagation direction.
Again, the fractional contributions of the noise-weighted
energy flux coupled to individual detectors play an impor-
tant role in the angular resolution.
For the special case of a monochromatic GW at fre-
quency f, for a 2-detector network,
ð2f;bestÞs ¼ 1
N
c
fD?
1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
21
2
2=
4
N
s
: (33)
For a 3-detector network,
ð3f;bestÞs ¼ 1
2N
c2
f2A?
1
4
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
21
2
2
2
3=
6
N
s
; (34)
where 2I is the optimal SNR-squared for detector I and 
2
N
is the optimal network SNR-squared [Eq. (13)].
Compared with previous expressions summarized in
[25], Eq. (34) includes a new feature indicating that for a
given network SNR, the angular resolution is limited by the
least-sensitive detector. When one detector has null re-
sponse to the wave (e.g., 1  0), we have 	 1, until
limited by contributions from the directional derivatives of
the antenna beam pattern functions we ignore in Eq. (19).
This is expected because if the network contained only 2
detectors then only one dimension of the source direction
could be resolved.
3. Short signals: general expression
Previous derivations can be extended to a general case,
where in addition to angular parameters, there exists a
discrete set of unknown parameters represented in a vector
~ of size N. Using the same variational approach de-
scribed previously, or a standard matrix inversion tech-
nique, we obtain the Fisher matrix for the angular
resolution
ij ¼ h@id^j@jd^i  h@id^j@ ~d^ih@ ~d^j@ ~d^i1h@ ~d^j@jd^i
¼ h@id^jI Pj@jd^i (35)
where P  j@ ~d^ih@ ~d^j@ ~d^i1h@ ~d^j, @ ~d^ is the Nd  N
derivative matrix of the data d^with respect to the unknown
parameters ~ with the matrix components defined as
ð@ ~d^ÞIi ¼ @d^I=@i and the bracket operation of two
matrices is defined as a matrix hAjBiij ¼
2
P
I
Rþ1
1 d=2A

iIBIj.
Note that P is a projection operator on the vector space
spanned by @ ~d^ and that I P is a projection operator
onto the space orthogonal to that of @ ~d^. Evidently, we
have Pj@ ~d^i ¼ j@ ~d^i and ðI PÞj@ ~d^i ¼ 0.
The matrix component of the Fisher matrix can be
written from Eq. (35) as,
ij ¼
X
I;J
IJ@iI@jJ; (36)
where
IJ ¼ hd^Ijd^JiIJ 
X
k;l
hd^Ij@kd^IiB1kl h@l d^Jjd^Ji;
(37)
where IJ is a Kronecker delta
IJ ¼

1 for I ¼ J
0 for I  J
; (38)
and B ¼ h@ ~d^j@ ~d^i is a matrix with components
Bkl ¼ 2
Z þ1
1
d
2
@k d^
y@l d^: (39)
For a general assumption that the arrival time t0 is one of
the unknown parameters,
P
JIJ ¼ 0. To see this, assume
that t0 is the k
0th unknown parameter. Then k0 ¼ t0,
@k0dI ¼ idI for any I and Blk0 ¼ i
P
Jh@l d^Jjd^Ji
for any column number l.X
J
IJ ¼
X
J
hd^Ijd^JiIJ
X
kl
hd^Ij@k d^IiB1kl
X
J
h@l d^Jjd^Ji
¼ hd^Ijd^Ii  i
X
kl
hd^Ij@k d^IiB1kl Blk0
¼ hd^Ijd^Ii 
X
k
hd^Ij@k d^Iikk0
¼ hd^Ijd^Ii  ihd^Ij@k0 d^Ii ¼ 0;
where we have used
P
lðB1ÞklBlk0 ¼ kk0 . This proof en-
ables us to obtain from Eq. (36)
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½det ¼ 1
8c4
X
J;K;L;M
JKLMjðrKJ  rMLÞ  nj2; (40)
the same expression as Eq. (25) in sec. III A 1.
In summary, for an arbitrary network of GW detectors
and arbitrary incoming GWs, the component of the Fisher
matrix for angular parameters is given by Eq. (36). With
the general assumption that wave arrival time t0 is one of
the unknown parameters, the angular resolution has a
simple geometrical form,
ðShortÞs ¼ 4
ffiffiffi
2
p
c2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
J;K;L;M
JKLMjðrKJ  rMLÞ  nj2
r ; (41)
where IJ is defined in Eq. (37) for the general case, in
Eq. (26) for the worst-case scenario, and it can be shown
that for the best-case scenario,
IJ ¼ IJP
I
I
for I  J; (42)
consistent with previous results in Eq. (29) and (30). Note
that only I  J terms contribute to the angular resolution.
That is, once the waveform is known, the angular resolu-
tion does not depend on the correlation of the data between
detectors.
B. Long-duration signal with known waveform
Finally, when a long signal with known waveform con-
tinues for a long time, it is the area mapped out by the
trajectory of the detector network that determines the
angular resolution. In order to see this, we first note that
there exist two time scales in our problem: motion of the
detector network (slow), and the signal and detector re-
sponse time scale (fast). We first rewrite d from Eq. (2)
dIðtÞ ¼

t0 
X
i
riIðtÞ
c
ni

 X
p¼þ;
fpI ðtÞ _hp

t t0  n  rIðtÞc




t0 
X
i
riIðtÞ
c
ni

_dIðtÞ: (43)
Here we have assumed that the antenna pattern changes at a
frequency much lower than that of the signal, and that the
speed of the network is much lower than the speed of light.
As before, we have also ignored the change of antenna
beam patterns induced by n. We can then write
hd^Ijd^Ii ¼
Z T
0
_IðtÞ

t0 
X
i
riIðtÞ
c
ni

2
dt (44)
where
_ IðtÞ  2
Z
_dIðt =2ÞwIðÞ _dIðtþ =2Þd; (45)
wherewI is the inverse Fourier transform of 1=SIðÞ. Note
that _I can be viewed as the rate of increase of the signal-
to-noise ratio at time t—when we regard _d as signal, with
the original noise spectrum. In obtaining Eq. (44), we have
assumed the observation time, as well as the time scale at
which rIðtÞ changes, to be much longer than the signal
correlation time (i.e., the range of integration for ).
Following the same variational approach described previ-
ously, the Fisher matrix can be obtained by minimizing
Eq. (44) over t0, we obtain
jk ¼ 1
c2
½rjrk  rj rk
X
J
J; (46)
where J is defined in Eq. (30),
rk 
P
J
R
T
0 r
k
JðtÞ _JðtÞdtP
J
JðTÞ ; (47)
rjrk 
P
J
R
T
0 r
j
JðtÞrkJðtÞ _JðtÞdtP
J
JðTÞ (48)
are the average of the k-th coordinate of detectors in the
network, throughout detection time, and correlations be-
tween the j-th and k-th coordinates. When the detector
trajectory has a size much bigger than that of the array (as
in the case of observing GWs from pulsars using the
existing LIGO-Virgo network), we can omit the J index
of rkJ, simply replacing it by the mean position of the
detector network rk, and the weighted average is simply
over time. The determinant of the inverse of the Fisher
matrix yields the angular resolution,
ðContÞs ¼ 2c
2P
J
JðTÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
VarðrÞVarðrÞ  Cov2ðr; rÞ
q ;
(49)
where ,  represent the longitude and latitude like coor-
dinates (e.g., right ascension and declination in the celes-
tial coordinate system). For a general polar coordinate
system, r ¼ @n  r and that r ¼ @n  r. Var and Cov
are variance and covariance with expectation values calcu-
lated according to Eqs. (47) and (48). The angular resolu-
tion is now clearly related to the square of the area mapped
out by the trajectory of the network.
Detectors on circular orbits: As a simple example, we
consider the situation where the detector network makes a
circular motion with radius R and angular frequency !.
Supposing that _J are all constants, then in the situation
where the network trajectory has mapped out a size much
larger than the size of the network, yet !T  1, we find
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½VarðrÞVarðrÞ  Cov2ðr; rÞ ¼ ð!TÞ
6
8640
R4 sini2n;
(50)
where in is the angle between the source direction and
plane of the circular motion. The factor sin2in accounts for
the projected area from by the detector network’s trajec-
tory. Therefore, for a short observation,
ðCont;SÞs ¼ 12
ffiffiffiffiffi
15
p
c2
f22TR
2ð!TÞ3j sininj
; (51)
where T is the optimal signal-to-noise ratio within the
observation time T. In this case, the error area decreases
like T4 (cf. Refs. [26,34]), where T1 comes from the
increment of SNRs with time and ð!TÞ3 from the incre-
ment of the area formed by the trajectory of the entire
detector network. For longer observations of !T 	 1,
contributions from the area saturate because the maximum
area is R2,
ðCont;LÞs ¼ c
2
f22TR
2j sininj
: (52)
That is, the error area decreases like T1 as a result of the
increment of total SNR-squared. Multiple detectors can be
treated in the same way as a single detector, since the area
formed among several detectors is much less than the area
formed by the detector’s trajectory over the typical obser-
vation time of much longer than minutes. Multiple detec-
tors thus contribute mainly by increasing SNR.
IV. IMPLICATIONS
We emphasize the clear geometrical meaning of jðrKJ 
rMLÞ  nj in Eq. (41) for short signals, which is twice the
area formed by the projections of detectors J, K, L and M
onto the plane orthogonal to the wave propagation direc-
tion. This means that, when all detectors from the network
form a plane, the angular resolution is better for sources at
directions perpendicular to the plane but is poor for direc-
tions along the plane. A similar geometrical term is shown
in Eq. (49) for long signals of known waveforms.
Our formula is consistent with the understanding that a
larger network improves angular resolution. As we show in
Sec. V, addition of either LCGT or AIGO to the current
ground-based LIGO-Virgo detector network results in a
significant improvement of the angular resolution for short
signals. Inclusion of the southern hemisphere detector
AIGO will improve dramatically the angular resolution
of the network and also break the degeneracy in the angular
resolution along the plane formed by detectors on the
northern hemisphere [6,35]. For observations of long sig-
nalswhere the size of the network is less important than the
area mapped out by the trajectory of the network, long
observing time is essential.
For short signals, besides geometrical area, the angular
resolution of a detector network can be improved by max-
imizing values of IJ in Eq. (41). In the worst-case sce-
nario where the waveform is unknown, the angular
resolution largely depends on the noise-weighted correla-
tion of responses between detectors [Eq. (26)]. In the best-
case scenario, when wave parameters except for arrival
time are known, the best achievable angular resolution
strongly depends on the fractional energy flux coupled to
individual detectors and does not depend on correlation of
data between detectors. Therefore, building detectors of
parallel antennae and comparable sensitivity is advanta-
geous for localizing GWs in either improving the data
correlation (worst case) or balancing fractional energy
fluxes among detectors (best case).
In the best-case scenario, the angular resolution is ap-
proximately inversely proportional to the total received
GW energy flux weighted by noise. When the noise spec-
tral density SIðfÞ can be replaced with a characteristic
value, SIðfÞ  S0, it follows from Eq. (32) that for a 3-
detector network,
ð3Þs / S0
EGW
; (53)
where EGW ¼ A?
PNd
I¼1
c3
2G
R1
0 dff
2jdIðfÞj2 is the GW
energy coupled by the network (cf. Ref. [8]). For GWs
from coalescing binaries of two neutron stars (inspiral
source), even though the mergers occur around 1.5 kHz,
the noise-weighted energy flux peaks around 150 Hz as this
is where the LIGO detectors are the most sensitive. This
makes the inspiral GW sources relatively low-frequency
sources in terms of localization.
For a given detector network of fixed configuration, the
same considerations should be given for localization strat-
egies. For sources of known waveforms, we need to focus
on maximization of the total coupled energy flux weighted
by noise while maintaining a balanced budget for fractional
energy flux coupled to individual detectors. For localizing
GWs of unknown waveforms, it is crucial to maximize the
noise-weighted data correlation between detectors and to
make use of the maximum dimension of the null-space
[14,15,18,33].
V. ASTROPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS
We first apply our formulae to the existing detector
network, that is, the 3-detector network consisting of the
LIGO detectors at Livingston (L) and Hanford (H) in the
US and Virgo (V) in Italy (the network is often called the
LHV network). When there are only two detectors avail-
able at different sites, say the two LIGO detectors (L and
H), we can locate the source with 1-dimension angular
resolution using Eq. (33). The angular separation of the
1-	 error-bars is
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ðShort;2fÞ 
 5 150 Hz
f
10
N
3000 km
D
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1=2Þ2
21
2
2=
4
N
s ffiffiffi
2
p
=2
j sininj ;
(54)
whereD is the distance between the two detectors, in is the
angle between the 2-detector baseline and wave direction.
The error bar is about a factor of 3 better for the LIGO-
Virgo baseline. For a 3-detector network,
ðShort;3fÞs 
 8 sq-degs

150 Hz
f
10
N

2 1017 cm2
AN
 1=27
21
2
2
2
3=
6
N
ffiffiffi
2
p
=2
j sininj ; (55)
where AN is the triangular area formed by the three detec-
tor sites in the detector network. We adopted AN ¼
1017 cm2 for the LIGO-Virgo network. in is the angle
between the wave direction and the plane formed by the
three detectors.
We also apply Eq. (51) to the ground-based observations
of monochromatic GWs, e.g., from pulsars. For a typical
observation time longer than minutes, the angular resolu-
tion is determined by the area of the virtual network
formed by the detectors’ Earth-Sun motion which domi-
nates over the area formed by Earth’s self-rotation. The
‘‘best-case’’ scenario for observations of minutes T 
months is
ðCont;SÞs 
 2:4 sq-arcmins

900 Hz
f
10
T

2

1d
T

3
ffiffiffi
2
p
=2
j sininj :
(56)
For longer observations, our approximation of monochro-
matic wave is most likely no longer valid as higher-order
derivatives of frequencies generally must be considered
(e.g. Ref. [26]).
The angular resolution for a monochromatic source with
detectors on the Earth-Sun orbit can also be written using
Eq. (52) for long observations, e.g., more than a year’s
observation using the future space detector LISA at its low
frequency range,
ðCont;LÞs 
 0:73 sq-degs

3 mHz
f
30
T

2
ffiffiffi
2
p
=2
j sininj : (57)
Our result is consistent with a simple estimation using the
diffraction limit [36] but is a factor of a few smaller than
the results in Ref. [21] probably because our result repre-
sents the best-case scenario where we assume perfectly
known waveforms.
We show in Figs. 1–7 sky maps and statistical behavior
of the error ellipse of angular parameters derived for short
signals in Eqs. (41) for the existing three detector network
of LIGO and Virgo and for a possible 4-detector network in
the future. With the assumption of stationary Gaussian
noise, at 95% confidence level, the area of the error ellipse
0:95 
 2:5s: (58)
Figure 1 shows an all-sky map of the error ellipses in the
best-case scenario calculated from Eq. (28) for the LIGO-
Virgo 3-detector network at the advanced configuration to
detect model GWs from the bar-mode instability of super-
nova (the U11 model as it is from Ref. [37]). The duration
of the wave is about 20 ms with central frequency around
600 Hz. Similar results are obtained if we use more so-
phisticated waveforms from Ref. [38]. The GWs are in-
jected uniformly in 270 sky directions at a given time. The
distances to the source are adjusted so that the 3-detector
optimal network signal-to-noise ratio N ¼ 10. Figures 2
and 3 show the same all-sky maps if the planned GW
detector LCGT (C) or AIGO (A) is added. The noise
spectral density of all detectors are drawn from the design
sensitivity for the Advanced LIGO detectors [39] (with
zero-detuning of the signal recycling mirror and high laser
power).
It is apparent that for the best-case scenario, the shapes
of error ellipses are determined by contours of equal light
arrival-time delays between detectors. With addition of a
new detector to the 3-detector network, there is a signifi-
cant improvement to the angular resolution due to longer
baselines and improved SNRs. Figure 1 shows that when
all detectors are in the northern hemisphere, the angular
resolution is relatively poor along the plane formed by
these detectors. Compared to LCGT, the location of
FIG. 1 (color online). All-sky map of error ellipses of angular
parameters at the 95% confidence calculated from Eq. (28) for
the 3-detector network of the Advanced LIGO detectors (L and
H) and the Advanced Virgo (V) to detect GWs from bar-
instability that center around 600 Hz for the best-case scenario
[see also Eqs. (41) and (42)]. These ellipses were calculated at a
fixed time for a fixed optimal network SNR N ¼ 10. Shown
also in the background are contours of light arrival-time delays
between detector pairs at a 2 ms interval for the L-H pair and
4 ms intervals for all other pairs.
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AIGO in the southern hemisphere more efficiently lifts the
plane-degeneracy formed by detectors in the northern
hemisphere.
Figure 4 and 5 show cumulative distributions of 0:95,
the areas of error ellipses shown in Figs. 1–3. The improve-
ment with a larger network at the worst-case scenario is
more prominent than the best-case one because, in addition
to improvement in SNRs and geometrical area, the dimen-
sion of the null-space doubles when the fourth detector is
added (Sec. III A 1). Our results show that for the advanced
configuration, 50% of the sources with SNR N ¼ 10 can
be best localized within 8 sq-degs for the best cases and
within 50 sq-degs for the worst cases for the LIGO-Virgo
network. These areas will be reduced by a factor of 2.5 and
10 for the best-case and the worst-case scenarios, respec-
tively, if LCGT is added to the LIGO-Virgo network
(Fig. 4). Similarly, factors of 6 and 15 reduction are ob-
served for these error areas for the best-case and the worst-
case scenarios, respectively, if AIGO is added instead
(Fig. 5).
For the interesting case of GWs from coalescing binaries
of two neutron stars, we show in Fig. 6 the cumulative
distribution of the areas of error ellipses 0:95 for the
network consisting of the initial LIGO (LH) detectors and
initial Virgo with the design sensitivity [40,41]. We adopt
FIG. 5 (color online). Same as Fig. 4, but with AIGO added as
the 4th detector (denoted the LHVA network) instead of LCGT.
FIG. 2 (color online). Same as Fig. 1 but with LCGT (C) in
Japan added to the LIGO-Virgo network. For LCGT, the
Advanced-LIGO sensitivity is assumed.
FIG. 3 (color online). Same as Fig. 1 but with AIGO (A) from
Australia added to the LIGO-Virgo network. For AIGO, the
Advanced-LIGO sensitivity is assumed.
FIG. 4 (color online). Cumulative distribution of areas of error
ellipses for angular parameters at 95% confidence, 0:95, for
the best-case (shown in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2) and corresponding
worst-case scenario for the LIGO-Virgo (LHV) and LIGO-
Virgo-LCGT (LHVC) network.
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the conventional second-order post-Newtonian approxima-
tion for the phase of GW waveforms and Newtonian am-
plitude [42,43]. The masses of the neutron stars are chosen
to be 1:4M each. The distances to the source are again
adjusted so that the optimal network SNR is N ¼ 15. The
GW signals are injected randomly in 500 sky directions at
randomly chosen times within a sidereal day and with
polarization angles as well as binary inclinations drawn
from uniform distributions.
It is apparent in Fig. 6 that 50% of the sources detected
by this initial LIGO-Virgo network have 0:95  23 sq-
degs (best case) and 0:95  80 sq-degs for the worst
case. This and results for higher frequency burstlike GWs
discussed in Figs. 4 and 5 mean that wide-field EM cam-
eras with reasonable sensitivity and angular resolution are
advantageous for follow-up observations to best catch the
electromagnetic counterparts of GW sources with current
LIGO-Virgo network. We have also found similar cumu-
lative distributions for the advanced detectors for the same
fixed SNRs. Within such large error ellipses, if improved
localization (e.g., by X-ray counterparts) is not available,
careful strategies need to be designed to identify host
galaxies using wide-field optical or radio telescopes [35].
A detailed study in this aspect using the most up-to-date
galaxy catalog and applying the cataloged B-band lumi-
nosity to trace possible GW events is ongoing [44]. The
addition of LCGT or AIGO can bring a factor of  10
reduction for the medium values of 0:95 in the worst-
case scenario and a factor of a few for the best-case
scenario, and will help significantly the pointing of EM
telescopes for follow-up observations and elimination of
confusion sources.
VI. CONTRIBUTIONS OFANTENNA BEAM
PATTERNS
Our derivation of geometrical expressions for the angu-
lar resolution of a network of GW detectors does not take
into account the directional derivatives of antenna beam
pattern functions [Eq. (19)]. It is foreseeable that such
derivatives can be important for low-frequency signals if
j@j  j@ logfþ;j is approximately true, where  is
time-delay between pairs of detectors. On the other hand,
this additional effect will mainly lower the lower-limits on
 calculated in this paper, meaning, most of the s or
0:95 given here are overestimates of their true values.
We define the fraction changes in 0:95 as
ð0:95Þ=0:95 ¼ 10:95=A0:95; (59)
where 0:95 is the error area we calculate in this paper,
A0:95 is the actual value if the derivatives of antenna
beam pattern functions with respect to sky directions are
taken into account in Eq. (19).
The inspiral sources, one of the most important GW
sources for the ground-based detectors, are considered to
be ‘‘low-frequency’’ sources as discussed previously with
the noise-weighted energy flux peaked around 150 Hz for a
1:4–1:4M binary GW source for the initial or Advanced
LIGO. The effect of the directional derivatives of antenna
beam pattern functions is therefore not completely negli-
gible compared to the time-delay effect. We found that
(Fig. 6) the cumulative distributions with and without such
effect are consistent with each other within 22% for
0:95  23 sq-degs in the best-case scenario. The dis-
crepancy is significantly larger (  60%) for the worst-
case scenario where 0:95  35 sq-degs. That is, the
effect on the cumulative distribution of 0:95 is signifi-
cantly larger for large values of 0:95 and for the worst
cases. Figure 7 shows that, in the best-case scenario, about
35% of 0:95 are overestimated by more than 50%. For
the worst-case scenario, about 62% of 0:95 are over-
estimated by more than 50%. Figure 7 also shows that a
much smaller fraction of 0:95 are underestimated.
The effect of the directional-derivatives of antenna beam
pattern functions for GWs at higher frequencies is demon-
strated for the supernova bar-instability case in Figs. 8 and
9. In this case, the central frequency is about 600 Hz. As a
result of higher frequencies, compared to the inspiral
sources, the difference in cumulative distributions of
0:95 is less significant (Fig. 8). The difference is less
than a few percent for the best-case scenario and less than
10% for the worst-case scenario for 0:95  100 sq-
degs. Figure 9 shows that 15% of0:95 are overestimated
by more than 30% for the best-case scenario, while 25%
are overestimated by the same amount for the worst-case
FIG. 6 (color online). Cumulative distribution of the areas
0:95 of error ellipses at 95% confidence for the best- and
for the worst-case scenario for GWs from coalescing NS-NS
binaries at the optimal network SNR N ¼ 15 at random times
and random orientations of the binaries (see text). We use the 3-
detector network of the initial LIGO detectors (L and H) and
initial Virgo (V) at the design sensitivity.
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scenario. The fraction of0:95 underestimated are higher
than the inspiral sources though.
While directional-derivatives of the antenna beam pat-
tern functions contribute to changes of the areas of error
ellipse, they do not significantly alter the direction of the
axes. A histogram using the same data for the inspiral case
shows that 99.6% of the time, the changes of the angles are
within 10%. For the example of the burstlike case, 98%
of the time, the fractional changes of the angles of axes are
less than 5%.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have derived for the first time analytical
expressions for the angular resolution for an arbitrary net-
work of gravitational-wave detectors where the directional
derivatives of antenna-beam pattern functions are ignored.
Our results demonstrate the explicit dependence of the
angular resolution on the geometrical configuration of the
network, the total noise-weighted energy flux coupled to
the network, its fractional distribution to individual detec-
tors, and correlation of data between detectors. These
dependences are intrinsic to the configuration of the detec-
tor network and the sources. The results are method-
independent and they correspond to the best possible lo-
calization any unbiased methods can achieve in the pres-
ence of statistical errors. Our estimate is conservative
especially for low-frequency sources as the directional
derivatives of antenna beam pattern functions are ignored
(see Sec. VI). In reality, careful designs, e.g., to remove
multiple local minima or maxima caused by interference
when combining data from different detectors, or to break
the mirror degeneracy in arrival time delays for the three-
detector case (by using the wave amplitude information),
are required for localization methods in order to achieve
the ‘‘best’’ limits.
Derivation of the angular resolution for short signals
including those for a network of two and three detectors are
presented in Eqs. (31) and (32). Our results are consistent
with what was previously known from the diffraction limit:
that a larger network yields better angular resolution. We
confirm that the angular resolution is poor along the plane
formed by current LIGO-Virgo detectors and is better for
directions normal to the plane. Numerical results are in-
cluded to show how a new detector in Japan (LCGT) or in
FIG. 8 (color online). Comparison of cumulative distributions
of 0:95 for the LIGO-Virgo network for GWs from the bar-
mode instability with and without contributions from direction
derivatives of antenna beam pattern functions.
FIG. 9 (color online). Cumulative distribution of fractional
difference in the angular resolution for GWs of the bar-mode
instability caused by ignoring direction derivatives of antenna
beam pattern functions. The same data as in Fig. 8 are used.
FIG. 7 (color online). Cumulative distribution of fractional
difference of the angular resolution for GWs from coalescing
binaries of neutron stars with and without contributions from
direction derivatives of antenna beam pattern functions. Negative
values in X-axis correspond to overestimation of 0:95. Same
data for Fig. 6 are used.
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Australia (AIGO) can dramatically improve the angular
resolution of the existing network (Figs. 4 and 5 and
discussions thereafter), by contributing to longer baselines,
additional energy flux, extended null signal space, and by
breaking the plane-degeneracy formed by three detectors.
Compared with previous approximate expressions for 3-
detectors (Sec. I), our results are more rigorous and show
the explicit roles of individual detectors. The angular reso-
lution of a detector network depends on the fractional
energy flux coupled to individual detectors in the best
case and on correlation of data between detectors in the
worst case. In the best-case scenario, the angular resolution
is largely limited by the least sensitive detector. These have
significant implications for the design of a detector net-
work and for the design of an optimal localization method
for a fixed network (see Sec. IV for more discussion on
implications). Moreover, our results apply to an arbitrary
network of any number of detectors.
We have also derived a geometrical expression for long
signals for a simplified case where waveforms are known
[Eq. (49)]. The situation where detectors are in circular
motion and the signal is monochromatic is discussed. The
dependence of the angular resolution on the latitude of the
source is apparent in our formulae. We also demonstrate
that the angular resolution improves rapidly with the ob-
serving time T4 initially with short observations and
saturates to T for longer observations [Eqs. (51) and
(52)], consistent with previous knowledge [26,34].
We have further presented through numerical simula-
tions the distribution of the areas of error ellipses at 95%
confidence level for two of the most important GW sources
for ground-based detectors. (1) We apply our calculations
to GWs from coalescing binaries of neutron stars using the
sensitivity curves of detectors that are operating at this
writing. The actual limit of the angular resolution for these
inspiral sources should be closer to the best-case scenario
since theoretical waveforms are known and essential pa-
rameters can be estimated with great accuracy independent
of source direction determination [45]. (2) We apply our
method to burstlike GWs using a representing waveform
from bar-instability of neutron stars in supernovae for
advanced detectors. The actual angular resolution for this
type of ‘‘burst’’ source fits in our worst-case scenario for
short signals. We shows that, for the existing LIGO-Virgo
detector network, assuming uniform distribution of
sources, at an optimal network SNR of around 15, 50%
of inspiral sources can be located within 23 sq-degs (best
case) at the 95% confidence level. For the burst source,
without any knowledge of the waveform, at SNR of 10,
50% of the sources can be localized within 50 sq-degs
(worst case), but it can be reduced to 8 sq-degs if we have
predicted waveforms available (e.g., from Refs. [37,38]).
Results for the initial or advanced detectors are similar.
Our results imply that, for prompt follow-up electromag-
netic observations directly using triggers from current GW
network, wide-field telescopes are desirable.
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